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The city of Madison is no stranger to odd goings-on and events that just don't add up. Plunge into murky waters in search
of the Lake Mendota monster or briefly part the clouds of the Great Airship Mystery of 1897, which was witnessed by
such credible sources as "Wisconsin judges, good church-going folk and those not predisposed to drink whiskey." Please
don't stare for too long at Myrtle Downing's shoes, which were said to be made from human skin. Revisit some of the
murders that earned the intersection of Murray Street and Desmond Court the epithet "Death's Corner." And that is just a
portion of the unsolved crimes, strange creatures and bizarre happenstance that make up Mysterious Madison.
Have you heard the most bizarre tales from around Australia? Did a UFO drag a family's car off the road in the middle of
the outback? How did rocks rain from the sky in WA? And what became of the prime minister who went into the surf and
was never seen again? Explore the strangest tales, most incredible encounters and creepiest urban legends in
Australia's history. Read about the investigations and weigh up the facts - do you believe the official explanations for
these weird and wonderful events? Did a UFO drag a family's car off the road in the middle of the outback? How did
rocks rain from the sky in WA? And what became of the prime minister who went into the surf and was never seen
again? Explore the strangest tales, most incredible encounters and creepiest urban legends in Australia's history. Read
about the investigations and weigh up the facts - do you believe the official explanations for these weird and wonderful
events?
Prepare to be baffled with The Big Book of Paranormal! Dive deep into urban legends, creepy hauntings, and tales of the
unexplained with the Big Book of Paranormal. Featuring over 300 hair-raising, spine-chilling stories around Bigfoot, the
Loch Ness, UFOs, aliens, curses, ghosts, and unsolved mysteries. Otherworldly illustrations and images bring these
mystical and frightening tales to life and make the stories creep off the page. This is the perfect gift for the little ghosthunter or paranormal enthusiast in your life!
Five Book Collection of the Bestselling Books. Five Book Series, 675 pages, featuring; Something in the Woods is Taking
People, Hunted in the Woods, Predators in the Woods, Taken in the Woods, Mysterious things in the Woods.
SOMETHING IN THE WOODS IS TAKING PEOPLE. Something unknown that we cannot define; something that others
have had the misfortune to encounter. People snatched soundlessly, never to be seen again. Or returned; dead. A
strange and highly unusual predator. Highly intelligent. Very successful. And able to overpower someone in an instant.
This is a puzzle. An often deadly one. Here follows some very troubling and disturbing accounts. Something in the
Woods is taking people.... Unexplained disappearances, missing people, and the things that have Taken them...missing
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in national parks, woods and forests. Mysterious vanishings... Terrifying True Accounts. Missing in national parks,
forests, and woods. Missing people, taken, hunted, vanished.... unexplained mysteries missing and disappearing people.
Prepare to have your mind blown! As you explore ten of the world's greatest unsolved mysteries, you'll witness a UFO
encounter, search for the lost city of Atlantis, tour a haunted house, and discover the kraken's true form. Along the way,
you'll use the scientific method and sharp thinking to separate fact from fiction and explain the unexplainable. Learn how
sightings of flying saucers and stories of alien abductions can be explained by sleep paralysis, false memories, and
hypnosis. Find out what pareidolia is and how this psychological phenomenon may explain some ghost sightings. Explore
possible real locations for the lost city of Atlantis. Beautiful, haunting illustrations set the mood and spark the imagination.
Discover the fascinating truth surrounding these mysteries and legends: Alien abductions, including the Roswell incident
Psychics Mysterious disappearances, including plane MH370 Zombies Ancient aliens, including the Nazca Lines Curses,
including King Tut's tomb Monsters of the Deep, including Nessie the Loch Ness monster The search for Atlantis Ghosts
and haunted mansions Bigfoot
Ten years after the publication of the foundational edited collection Folklore and the Internet, Andrew Peck and Trevor J.
Blank bring an essential update of scholarship to the study of digital folklore, Folklore and Social Media. A unique virtual,
hybridized platform for human communication, social media is more dynamic, ubiquitous, and nuanced than the internet
ever was by itself, and the majority of Americans use it to access and interact with digital source materials in more
advanced and robust ways. This book features twelve chapters ranging in topics from legend transmission and fake news
to case studies of memes, joke cycles, and Twitter hashtag campaigns and offers fresh insights on digital heritage and
web archiving. The editors and contributors take both the “digital” and “folklore” elements seriously because social
media fundamentally changes folk practices in new, though often invisible, ways. Social media platforms encourage
hybrid performances that appear informal and ordinary while also offering significant space to obfuscate backstage
behaviors through editing and retakes. The result is that expression online becomes increasingly reminiscent of
traditional forms of face-to-face interaction, while also hiding its fundamental differences. Folklore and Social Media
demonstrates various ways to refine methods and analyses in order to develop a better understanding of the informal
and traditional dynamics that define an era of folklore and social media. It is an invaluable addition to the literature on
digital folklore scholarship that will be of interest to students and scholars alike. Contributors: Sheila Bock, Peter M.
Broadwell, Bill Ellis, Jeana Jorgensen, Liisi Laineste, John Laudun, Linda J. Lee, Lynne S. McNeill, Ryan M. Milner,
Whitney Phillips, Vwani Roychowdhury, Timothy R. Tangherlini, Tok Thompson, Elizabeth Tucker, Kristiana Willsey
Ghosts and other supernatural phenomena are widely represented throughout modern culture. They can be found in any
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number of entertainment, commercial, and other contexts, but popular media or commodified representations of ghosts
can be quite different from the beliefs people hold about them, based on tradition or direct experience. Personal belief
and cultural tradition on the one hand, and popular and commercial representation on the other, nevertheless continually
feed each other. They frequently share space in how people think about the supernatural. In Haunting Experiences, three
well-known folklorists seek to broaden the discussion of ghost lore by examining it from a variety of angles in various
modern contexts. Diane E. Goldstein, Sylvia Ann Grider, and Jeannie Banks Thomas take ghosts seriously, as they draw
on contemporary scholarship that emphasizes both the basis of belief in experience (rather than mere fantasy) and the
usefulness of ghost stories. They look closely at the narrative role of such lore in matters such as socialization and
gender. And they unravel the complex mix of mass media, commodification, and popular culture that today puts old
spirits into new contexts.
There is so much weird stuff out there - but the TRUTH is in here! Have you had a close encounter with a UFO? Is your
house HAUNTED? Have you seen a YETI? Don't worry, THE SUPERNATURAL SURVIVAL GUIDE has all the info you
need to survive a brush with the SPOOKY. The world is a pretty amazing place, but there are still things out there that
are full of mystery and make us wonder . . . Is the Loch Ness Monster real? Does Big Foot exist? Are there scientific
reasons for hauntings? What is cryptozoology? What can explain groups of people witnessing UFO sightings? THE
SUPERNATURAL SURVIVAL GUIDE will tackle these and other questions about all things paranormal. There is so
much WEIRD stuff out there . . . but the TRUTH is IN HERE!
Presents true stories about real-life monsters, doomed domains, and strange disappearances, many attributed to ghosts
and other supernatural encounters.
Roberta Anderson, while searching for firewood in the forest, stumbles upon a buried ship and with the help of her
onetime lover, Jim Gardener, excavates an artifact that changes the townspeople of Haven.
Ghosts! Curses! Hoaxes! Unsolved mysteries! Paranormal events! Take a walk on the creepy side of North America's
National Parks! Andrea Lankford, a 12-year veteran ranger with the National Park Service, has written a thoroughly
investigated yet often tongue-in-cheek guidebook that takes the reader to the scariest, most mysterious places inside
North America's National Parks. Lankford shares such eerie tales as John Brown's haunting of Harper's Ferry, the
disembodied legs that have been seen running around inside the Mammoth Cave Visitor Center, and the "wailing
woman" who roams the trail behind the Grand Canyon Lodge. Lankford also uncovers paranormal activities park visitors
have experienced, such as the chupacabra that roams the swamps inside Big Thicket National Preserve and the teenage
bigfoot who rolled a park service campground with toilet paper. She also reports on long-forgotten unsolved murders,
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such as the savage stabbing of a young woman on Yosemite's trail to Mirror Lake, and the execution style shooting of
two General Motors executives at Crater Lake. The witnesses to the supernatural occurrences are highly credible peoplerangers, park historians, river guides, and the like-and each tale has factual relevance to the cultural or natural history of
the park. Haunted Hikes provides readers with all the information they need: for each hike: a "fright factor rating" is listed
along with trailhead access information, detailed trail maps, and hike difficulty levels. Most of the haunted sites included
in the book can be reached by the average hiker, some are wheelchair accessible, and others are for intrepid
backpackers willing to make multi-day treks into wilderness areas. Intriguing photographs of many sites are included.
Haunted Hikes is sure to satisfy readers looking for those spine-tingling moments when you begin to wonder if maybe,
just maybe, we are not alone.
This comprehensive resource features up-to-date bibliographical, biographical and contact information for approximately
20,000 living authors worldwide who have at least one English publication. Entries typically include name, pseudonyms,
addresses, citizenship, birth date, specialization, career information and a bibliography. Contact information includes email addresses where available.
CRAZY-BUT-TRUE FACTS, PECULIAR OCCURRENCES, DESPICABLE CRIMES, BIZARRE RECORDS,
UNBELIEVABLE CREATURES AND MANY MORE SHOCKING ODDITIES Delving into the shocking side of pop culture,
science and history, Listverse.com's Epic Book of Mind-Boggling Lists offers a wealth of fascinating reading with over
200 lists and more than 2,000 interesting facts, including: • Alien Artifacts • Creepy Urban Legends • Bizarre Murder
Weapons • Horrific TV Accidents • Outrageous Rock Tales • Twisted Circus Acts • Terrifying Villains • Crazy-but-True
Movie Plots • Dirty CIA Operations • Monstrously Evil Babysitters • Strange Hamburger Facts • Animal Freaks of Nature
• Mind-Blowing Technologies
Returning to the small town where he crash-landed in 1963, Ishmael Jones is in search of answers. But his investigation
is de-railed by a brutal murder. “I think something very bad and very dangerous has come to your little town, Inspector . .
.” As long-buried memories from his hidden past begin to resurface, Ishmael Jones and his partner Penny feel compelled
to return to the small country town where Ishmael crash-landed in 1963; the place where his memories began. Norton
Hedley is no ordinary town. Apparitions, sudden disappearances, sightings of unusual beasts: for centuries, the place
has been plagued by a series of inexplicable events. Ishmael’s first task is to track down local author Vincent Smith, the
one man he believes may have some answers. Ishmael and Penny aren’t the only ones seeking the mysterious Mr
Smith. When their search unearths a newly-dead body in the local mortuary – a body that’s definitely not supposed to be
there – Ishmael becomes the prime suspect in the ensuing murder investigation. His only hope of discovering the truth
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about his origins lies in exposing a ruthless killer.
The cult-y pocket-size field guide to the strange and intriguing secrets of the Mojave—its myths and legends, outcasts and
oddballs, flora, fauna, and UFOs—becomes the definitive, oracular book of the desert For the past five years, Desert
Oracle has existed as a quasi-mythical, quarterly periodical available to the very determined only by subscription or at the
odd desert-town gas station or the occasional hipster boutique, its canary-yellow-covered, forty-four-page issues handed
from one curious desert zealot to the next, word spreading faster than the printers could keep up with. It became a radio
show, a podcast, a live performance. Now, for the first time—and including both classic and new, never-before-seen
revelations—Desert Oracle has been bound between two hard covers and is available to you. Straight out of Joshua Tree,
California, Desert Oracle is “The Voice of the Desert”: a field guide to the strange tales, singing sand dunes, sagebrush
trails, artists and aliens, authors and oddballs, ghost towns and modern legends, musicians and mystics, scorpions and
saguaros, out there in the sand. Desert Oracle is your companion at a roadside diner, around a campfire, in your tent or
cabin (or high-rise apartment or suburban living room) as the wind and the coyotes howl outside at night. From journal
entries of long-deceased adventurers to stray railroad ad copy, and musings on everything from desert flora, rumored
cryptid sightings, and other paranormal phenomena, Ken Layne's Desert Oracle collects the weird and the wonderful of
the American Southwest into a single, essential volume.
The mysterious is all around us... UFOs, extraterrestrial encounters, baffling disappearances-Mysteries Uncovered
investigates, without prejudice, some of the most notorious, disturbing, and enduring mysteries ever recorded. - UFO
activity: the Roswell Incident, the Phoenix Lights, the Rendlesham Incident... - Alien abduction: the Barney and Betty Hill
case... - Uncanny events: the missing crew of the Marie Celeste, the lost colony of Roanoke, the fate of Amelia Earhart...
- Notorious disappearances: the cases of Lord Lucan and "D.B. Cooper"... For every instance rationalized away, there is
another that defies explanation...
Impeccably researched, this riveting journalistic investigation separates fact from fiction, and documents the existence ofand government reactions to-actual UFOs.
There are many strange stories that just cannot be explained. This is a collection of reported mysterious disappearances,
odd happenings, sightings of little people and very strange, unexplained tales. The following stories are a glimpse into a
world that lies on the fringes of our reality. Only occasionally will these mysteries reveal themselves. This is one of those
times.
In every corner of this earth there are secrets. They are hidden in the dark edge of the woods, nestled in the cold stars,
and staring out from a stranger's eyes. And whether they be demonic possession or an unsolved murder, the unknown
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has always haunted our dreams. From the hit podcast Unexplained comes a volume perfectly crafted for the curious, the
cynical, and the not-easily-frightened. Richard Maclean Smith is the expert in the unknown, and humbly offers up ten
tales of real-life events that continue to evade explanation. With these chilling stories comes the missing key: a
connection to our own beliefs in science, superstition, and perception. What can a case of demonic possession teach us
about free will? What can a cursed box show us about the act of storytelling? What can a supposed instance of
reincarnation tell us about developing a concept of the self? Perhaps some things are just better left unexplained...
Author M.L. Behrman opens his cabinet of curiosities to bring you a deliciously spooky and bizarre collection of true
accounts featuring everything from UFOs, unknown creatures, ghosts, hideous murders, demonic cults and some of the
weirdest and most puzzling events ever to come out of the great Mojave Desert. Considered "the Rod Serling of the
desert", M.L. Behrman offers an intensely interesting and perplexing assortment of stories from witnesses, both modern
and historical, detailing their encounters with things that left them shaken, terrified - or worse! Fans of the supernatural
and paranormal will find Mojave Mysteries a thrilling addition to their libraries and collections of strange, bizarre and
unknown phenomenon.
Aliens, Ghosts and VanishingsStrange and Possibly True Australian StoriesRandom House Australia
Learn the terrifying truth about everything otherworldly, from aliens and ghosts to werewolves and vampires Packed with
case studies, eyewitness accounts, and expert reports, Haunted looks at the science behind the spooky stuff. What are
the chances that there is life on other planets? Is there photographic evidence of ghosts? Why are there more UFO
sightings in Mexico City than anywhere else? Bursting with evidence, special investigations, rare images, and eyewitness
accounts, and full of the spine-chilling details kids love, Haunted is a magical guide to the unexplained. If its creepy,
kooky, mysterious, spooky, or just altogether ooky, you will find it inside Haunted. Now available in ebook format.
This revised edition of the original reference standard for urban legends provides an updated anthology of common
myths and stories, and presents expanded coverage of international legends and tales shared and popularized online. •
Approximately 300 individual entries for specific urban legends • An introduction provides a brief history of urban legend
research • A selected bibliography and reference citations
STRANGEST MYSTERIES OF THE WORLD AND BEYOND COMPILED IN ONE BOOK You will be enthralled, amazed,
confounded, stupefied and definitely stunned. I'm sure these mysteries will leave you a lot to think about, especially
tonight, before you go to sleep. Humans have made a staggering amount of scientific and technological progress over
the past century. We've created technology that has transformed our society; scientific advances have helped us answer
fundamental questions about who we are and the world that we inhabit. And, yet, mysteries persist. Fortunately, our
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unfaltering will to uncover the world's mysteries has brought us closer to some answers than ever before. This book
contains a long list of the Strangest Mysteries of the world and beyond. ***60 mysteries included in this book*** Part. 1
contains the following mysteries: **HIDDEN CITIES & LOST CIVILIZATIONS** -ATLANTIS -EL DORADO -LYONESSE
**MYSTICAL PLACES** -EASTER ISLAND -THE BERMUDA TRIANGLE: -PYRAMIDS OF GIZA: -PUMA PUNKU
**MYSTERIOUS THEORIES** -HOLLOW EARTH THEORY: **HAUNTINGS** -MARY CELESTE -GHOSTS OF THE
HAMPTON COURT PALACE -WATERWORKS VALLEY: -BELL WITCH MYSTERY -LINCOLN'S BURIAL TRAIN
-AMITYVILLE HORROR & SPOOKY FRANKLIN CASTLE **PUZZLING PEOPLE** -DRACULA: -KASPAR HAUSER
-QUEEN OF SHEBA -KING ARTHUR -GIACOMO GIROLAMO CASANOVA -DONNIE DECKER, THE RAIN BOY -THE
ISDAL WOMAN -ROBIN HOOD -THE GREEN CHILDREN OF WOOLPIT -GIL PÉREZ: TELEPORTATION FROM
PHILIPPINES TO MEXICO -THE MAN IN THE IRON MASK -SCARY SHADOW PEOPLE -DB COOPER -DR BARRY'S
DEATHBED S*X SECRET -THE STRANGE CASE OF RUDOLPH FENTZ **HIDDEN TREASURES** -HOLY GRAIL
-THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR **COMMUNICATIONS** -NAZCA LINES -THE PIRI REIS MAP: -ANCIENT ASTRONAUTS
**FASCINATING MONUMENTS** -IRON PILLAR OF DELHI **2012 PHENOMENA** -THE MAYAN CALENDAR
-NIBIRU -I CHING AND 2012 **MONSTERS** -LOCH NESS MONSTER -YETI **ANCIENT MYSTERIES** -BAGHDAD
BATTERY -ABYDOS- CARVINGS OF FUTURISTIC MACHINES -THE BAIGONG PIPES -ANTIKYTHERA MECHANISM
- OLDEST COMPUTER OF THE WORLD **FASCINATING PLACES** -FLY GEYSER -PAMUKKALE -THE DOOR TO
HELL -THE PRINCIPALITY OF SEALAND: THE WORLD'S SMALLEST COUNTRY -RACETRACK PLAYA
**UNSOLVED CRIMES** -JACK THE RIPPER -THE ZODIAC KILLER -BLACK DAHLIA **UFO'S / ALIENS / SETI**
-WOW SIGNAL -BETTY AND BARNEY HILL: ALIEN ABDUCTION: -ROSWELL INCIDENT -AREA 51 -CUMBERLAND
SPACEMAN -MARFA LIGHTS
This series examines weird and unexlained phenomena including aliens and ghosts. Each title ends with an open question and
leads the reader to make up his or her own mind.
His memory gone, a mysterious youth knows only one thing: It’s time to run On a crowded commuter train, a young boy shakes
with fear, unable to remember how he got there or where he’s going. His memory is a total blank. He doesn’t even know his
name. But beside him is a blind girl, Ginny, who has a way of seeing deep within people’s souls. Looking inside the boy’s addled
memory, she discovers that his name is Jan—and he has every reason to be afraid. When the train stops, Jan flees into the night,
and the police come charging after him. No matter where he goes—a church, the woods, the back alleys of this cozy suburban
town—the hunters keep getting closer. He has incredible powers, and the government wants to use them for evil purposes. As his
memory returns, Jan will tame his powers and stop running. With Ginny’s help, he will begin to fight back.
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Yiasou! That’s hello in Greek! Or would you like to say hello in Chinese? What about Italian or Korean? Murrinhpatha or Kaurna?
Meet 12 Australian friends who can speak different languages. They tell us how to count from 1 to 10, say hello and goodbye and
lots of other words in their languages about play, food, hobbies and clothes. Once we’ve said hello, we can watch Emiko playing
the Japanese drum and Pilinh performing an Aboriginal dance. We can see how to make gnocchi with Sophia and flat bread with
Amal. This book is an introduction to 12 languages spoken most frequently in Australian homes, plus three Indigenous languages.
At the back of the book is a pronunciation guide. Illustrated in a cartoon style, the pictures add humour and fun to language
learning. Each language and culture is introduced by a child character - and you might spot a koala or two … Selamat tinggal!
That’s goodbye in Indonesian!
Bermuda Triangle, North Atlantic Ocean -- Berwyn Mountains, Wales -- Bhangarh, India -- Carew Castle, Wales -- Caucasus
Mountains, Eurasia -- Death Valley, California, USA -- Devil's Gate Dam, California, USA -- Devil's Sea, Japan -- German
Cemetery, Cannock Chase, England -- Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands, Oceania -- Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada -- Han River,
Vietnam -- Jefferson, Texas, USA -- Kremlin, Russia -- Laguna, Philippines, Southeast Asia -- Loch Ness, Scotland -- Mount
Shasta, California, USA -- New York City subway, New York, USA -- Panteon de Belen, Guadalajara, Mexico -- Rendlesham
Forest, Suffolk, England -- Reykjavik, Iceland -- Roswell, New Mexico, USA -- Sedona, Arizona, USA -- Sydney, Australia -Taushida, Guyana.
Retells noted accounts of haunted buildings and ghostly visits, including Glamis Castle, the Amityville horror, and the Flying
Dutchman, and discusses poltergeists, messages from beyond, ghost hunters, photographs of specters, and related matters.
When the first Martian capsule lands, Alex Smith is drawn to the scene out of curiosity and wonder. But soon he must flee, when
the great alien striders begin devastating the countryside and harvesting the living bodies of men and women to drain their blood.
Smith wanders south, being drafted into the Army, witnessing major battles between the Martians and the American troops, and
following the trail of destruction all the way to San Francisco. There he finds a city deserted of human life. Mankind seems
doomed, unless... A grand science-fiction adventure, inspired by H. G. Wells's War of the Worlds. War of Two Worlds, Book One.
An assortment of real Canadian mysteries published on MysteriesOfCanada.com throughout the year 2019. Includes tales of
necromancy, cryptozoology, mad scientists, ghosts of Canada's grand railway hotels, conspiracy theories, and miracles and
mirages.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The extraordinary,
beloved novel about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It
is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel
Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when she
encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares
her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly
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crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of
the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on
the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS
ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Abductions, invasions, and encounters. Entities, aliens, and ancients. Who is among us? What happened in the past and what
should we expect for the future? Explore the strange world of the unknown with paranormal researcher extraordinaire Brad
Steiger, an author of thousands of books and articles on mysterious secrets and unexplained phenomena. From creepy strangers
and shape-shifting species to unexpected warnings and mysterious vanishing, you’ll be startled to learn what inhabits the world of
Real Nightmares: Alien Strangers and Foreign Worlds.
This revised edition of the original reference standard for urban legends provides an updated anthology of common myths and
stories, and presents expanded coverage of international legends and tales shared and popularized online. * Approximately 300
individual entries for specific urban legends * An introduction provides a brief history of urban legend research * A selected
bibliography and reference citations
Ghosts & Hauntings Occult & Paranormal Supernatural
When it comes to true stories, you have to be there to verify it yourself. I was there, and I can guarantee you that it was all real. A
horror story that not only did I witness but that I also have recorded on video. But me and my friends, we lived that night. A night
when everyone started disappearing, one after another, and in the end, only one remained. A night that none of us will never
forget.
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